To:
The Examination Office
of the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration,
Goethe University Frankfurt

SEMINAR CONFIRMATION

This is to confirm that ................................................................. (Name of the Student)
attended my course ................................................................. (Course Title)
at ................................................................. (Name of University)
during the winter/summer semester ........................................... (Academic Year).

For the course specified above the student named above had to write a term paper.
The paper was based on the lecture and the reading (books and articles) for the
course and was entitled as follows:

...........................................................................................................

The paper had a length of ........ pages (number of text component pages: at least 10 pages
for Bachelor’s students and 20 pages for Master’s students).

If appropriate:
The paper was finished by a group of ........ students (number of students).

 ........ pages (number of text component pages: at least 10 pages for Bachelor’s students and 20
pages for Master’s students) were written by the student mentioned above.

Name of the Professor: .................................................................
Date: .............................................................................
Signature: ............................................................................
Stamp: .............................................................................
(in case you do not have an official stamp, please print this sheet on headed paper)